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Question:  Why Is Wireless Power So Hard???
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Increasing Difficulty
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Rocket Science Wireless Power



• Humans have a poor intuitive understanding of magnetics

• Loosely coupled electromagnetic systems are complex

• Only this green region
gives a good user
experience

Answer:  It is actually a little bit difficult
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So to navigate this path, it is good to have a
reliable map and good resources…

These are the Qi Specifications, test procedures, 
and WPC developer tools which keep Rx and Tx
working in the green region  !!!!

And it is also very good to have an experienced 
guide who can help you on your journey.



Design Implementation Flow
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1. Find an Receiver Partner with strong experience doing wireless power
and share information frequently with this partner

2. Do the industrial and mechanical design first !!!!    (instead of the last thing)
a) Very important for temperature and cooling management

b) Also has a big effect on easy/hard adjustment of FOD

3. In addition to doing all the normal good engineering things,
also do the special WPC engineering such as we talk about here

4. In addition to doing all the normal good testing things,
also do the special WPC related testing such as we talk about here

5. Finally, do as much “end user” and pre-compliance testing as possible
a) Test with a variety of Tx and check for always good end-user experiences

b) If possible, test with WPC type test tools that all compliance tests can pass

6. Prepare completely the WPC Self-Declaration forms and five test units
that are required for formal compliance testing                



Industrial and Mechanical Design
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• Biggest responsibility and decision = choose a “good” coil for the application
₋ Number of turns:  typically 11-15 turns, but depends on application

More turns = easier to make Rx voltage but more resistance losses and cost

‐ Square area:  Generally the biggest square area to collect flux from Tx is good

₋ Inductance:  Generally an indirect result of size, turns, ferrite choices
Affects mainly the choice of resonant capacitors
Inductance should be measured at 100kHz

₋ Effective AC-resistance should be measured at 100kHz
typical range:  100 – 500 milli-Ohm  (cost, quality, thickness tradeoff !)
Note:  This is often #1 loss mechanism

If load current is 1-Amp, coil will be more than 1-Amp
and 300mOhm coil will have over 300milliWatts power loss

₋ Ferrite shielding material quality = #1 cause of surprise problems
a. Ferrite can have non-linear loss with increased flux – difficult for FOD tuning
b. Ferrite may not fully shield metal behind coil – difficult for FOD tuning
c.  Ferrite may become saturated at higher flux – very difficult for FOD tuning

Saturation causes flux to pass through ferrite into metals behind coil



Industrial and Mechanical Design
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• Keep “friendly metals” as far away as possible from Rx coil
₋ Suggested minimum distance is 8mm – but more is better

₋ If coil shield material is very weak, avoid also friendly metals behind coil

₋ Conductive metallic “paint” type coatings could also cause problems

• Try to follow recommended distance from coil surface to outside surface
₋ Qi specifications typically suggest between 1.0-1.5mm Rx spacer distance

But most Rx phones have less, often much less than 1.0mm

• Consider very carefully the thermal design
₋ How does heat move away from the wireless power chip, coil, etc.?

₋ How does heat move away from the wireless power area to ambient??

• Check and plan for possible acoustic noise problem from capacitors/coil
₋ Mechanical design can help or make worse acoustic noise issues
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1. After choosing Rx, coil adjust Cd for 1,000kHz resonant frequency.

This is to meet WPC requirement for Tx with moving coils that need to locate the Rx coil.

Important to do this adjustment in final product,
but without any Tx coil present.   The reason not
to have Tx coil is because on the real Tx that has
a moving coil, the Tx coil is far away when the Tx
is trying to locate the Rx coil.
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2. Adjust Cs for 100khz resonant frequency which is normally best as required by WPC specifications.

Important to do this adjustment in final product,
and with a Tx coil present with the typical 2mm
Tx spacer material on top of the Tx coil.

Note:  Follow Receiver partner recommendations
for Cs ESR specifications and voltage rating.
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3. Follow Receiver partner recommendations for Cm (which sets the modulation depth) and other component
values to complete the system.     (Normally Rm is inside a receiver chip if it is used.)

VERY IMPORTANT:   Discuss with your Receiver partner the design and be sure to share the mechanical / PCB
layout, schematic, and BOM parts list for review before sending out for fabrication!

Modulation
Depth



Doing the Basic WPC Requirements
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4. Work with Receiver partner to adjust all of these things when the system is working in its final form:

Modulation Depth
Follow the WPC test procedure to measure modulation depth.  This is the strength of the ASK 
(Amplitude Shift Keying) signal that Rx uses to communicate with Tx.  If necessary, work with Receiver partner 
to adjust modulation depth.   It is normally best to adjust this close to the maximum allowed so that 
communication with Tx is strong under all conditions.
Note:  It is a must to do all of the WPC modulation depth measurements which are required to be
submitted as part of the Rx Self Declaration form when Rx is ready for official compliance testing.

FOD Adjustment
Adjust the FOD for good pass/fail margin.   For compliance testing, it is usually best to set the “over
reporting” allowance close to the maximum limit.  This could risk a ‘fail’ in official compliance testing, but
makes the system less likely to fail Interoperability Testing (IOP) or causing false FOD for end users.

Q-factor Value (required for EPP E<xtended Power Profile> Receivers)
Follow WPC test procedure to determine Q-factor value Rx should report to Tx.  As with FOD, it is normally
best to choose a value that has some risk of compliance test failure and low risk of IOP failure.



Most Common Surprise Problems
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Check for all of these things before sending the final product for official WPC compliance testing.

A large amount of usability testing is a must!!!
Try the new Rx with as many different Tx as possible.   
Try every kind of load on the Rx and change up/down of the load
Do these things in every kind of good/bad position on each Tx.   
Study very carefully any “bad spots” or bad end-user experience.



Problem:  Failure to Communicate
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Communication Signal Distortion at Light Load
When Rx has a very light load, WPC requires Rx have enough artificial load to prevent 
the communication signal from becoming distorted.  Work with Receiver partner if this 
kind of problem is suspected:

This can be made worse if coupling distance is too small.
Demodulation Signal at Tx Side - good Demodulation Signal at Tx Side - distorted



Problem:  Failure to Communicate
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Rectifier Misfire at Light Load
When Rx has a very light load, the Rx synchronous rectifier can become confused about
the right/wrong time to turn on and off.  Watch for this kind of noise on the Rx coil, Rx
rectified voltage, Tx demodulation signal, and/or Tx DC current.  Discuss with your
Receiver Partner if you see this kind of concerning signal under any conditions.

Continuous burst of misfire causes Tx
to shut off.

Short burst of misfire when load
suddenly becomes very small

Blue:  Tx
demodulation

Green:  Tx
DC current



Problem:  Failure to Communicate
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“Load Reflection” at Light Load
When Rx has a very light load, a small change in the client load current is a big change in
the percentage of the total Rx power.   This can disrupt ASK packets and if it happens for
a long period of time (such as phone activity), Tx may shut off for lost communication.  
This problem is related to the entire system design of the receiver and should be 
discussed with the Receiver Partner if it is observed to cause problems.   Some amount 
of this kind of packet corruption is normal and expected.

Short burst of phone activity
corrupts about ten packets.



Problem:  FOD or Q-factor Issue
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We already talked about this !!
However, if there are still problems with FOD or Q-factor, the most likely reason is too 
much loss and inefficiency in the Rx.  The Receiver Partner can subtract these values 
mathematically, but if the compensated loss is huge, then any small change will result in 
an FOD or Q-factor problem.

Also with bad inefficiency, the Q-factor number will be very small.  And with very small 
Q-factor numbers, it is more and more difficult for Tx to know FOD or not.

With bad efficiency, it is also possible Rx can shut off for reason of over-temperature.



Problem:  Failure of Rx to Reset
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Rx Must Completely Reset Itself and Start Over if Tx Stops for Longer Than 29msec
Qi Specifications require that Tx can expect Rx to fully reset after removing power for
only 29msec.   It is important to check this!

And it is important to know that the Rx supply voltage can follow any kind of crazy
path at any time and any way – because we have no control of how the end-user may
want to use the product.   

So in addition to the WPC requirement, it is also important to check that Rx always
recovers no matter what crazy things you try to do with the supply voltage.   The
worst case is to continuously move across the region where the Rx system can no
longer work and goes into the reset condition.



Problem:  Singing Capacitors
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Capacitors and sometimes Rx coil can make acoustic noise!!
The very small high capacity type ceramic capacitors can make acoustic noise from the 
busy electrical activity of the Rx.   Sometimes a coil can also make acoustic noise, but in 
Rx it is mainly the large capacitors such as on the rectifier output.  This noise may not be 
noticed until after products are already sold to end-users who may use the Rx in very 
quiet areas.

So it is important to check a new Rx for any kind of acoustic noise that could cause an 
end-user complaint.   Mainly the problem is fixed by choosing a different capacitor 
vendor or a somewhat different capacitor type.  However, the mechanical design can 
also significantly make the acoustic noise worse or better.



Check Rx Self-Protection from Damage
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Create “stress” conditions on Rx and check that device keeps itself safe from damage
Some end-user scenarios can create over-voltage, over-current conditions that could 
damage Rx.   Verify that Rx system is always within safe limits.
1. Rx is operating at high power (such as 1-Amp load) and suddenly the load becomes 

zero.   Rectifier voltage will quickly become very large.
2. Rx is moved slowly away from transmitter making Tx very high power.  Very quickly, 

the Rx is placed back into the best possible coupling on the Tx. 
3. Tx is operating at high power.  Suddenly the Rx being used is replaced with a 

different Rx which is the one being tested.

Example where load suddenly becomes small.
Check the Rx coil voltage, rectifier voltage, 
temperature, and any high currents all stay
in safe limits until Tx can shut off power
and fix the problem.
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Q & A

and

Thank You !!


